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A Chef’s Secret Weapon 
 

SPONSORED EDITION 

Throughout his career, chef Sean Brock has blended his passion for preserving 

Southern foodways with his gift for innovation. The James Beard Award recipient, 

two-time cookbook author, Chef’s Table subject, and former helm of the acclaimed 

Charleston restaurants Husk and McCrady’s now makes his home in Nashville, where 

he’s preparing for the opening of his latest concept: Red Bird and Audrey, a pair of 

restaurants paying homage to the Appalachian cuisine of his Virginia youth. “We are 

so young as a country, there are so many traditions ahead of us that we haven’t even 
dreamt up yet,” says Brock. “If I want to contribute, which is my goal, I have to leave 

things just the tiniest bit better than I found them.” And like generations before him, 

Brock turns time and again to one kitchen tool to aid in this marriage of old and new—

a trusty cast-iron skillet.  

 

Perhaps this penchant hearkens back to Brock’s grandmother, whose home was 

scattered with pots and pans forged in iron. “When I was about twelve, she bought me 

my first cast-iron wok and taught me how to take care of it,” Brock says. “These days, 
it's how I cook just about everything.” Cooking with cast iron is an art in itself, the chef 

notes. “They’re slow to heat up, and hard to cool down, which I think scares a lot of 

people,” says Brock, “but now that I understand its thermal dynamics from a scientific 

standpoint, I know how to get it to that perfect temperature. Of course, the quality of 

the pan has to do with it.” Brock’s secret? Butter Pat Industries—he’s stocked his 

home and restaurants with the Maryland-based company’s lighter-weight, ultra-

smooth skillets. “The pans that we romanticize from the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries were thin all the way around, which can cause hot spots, which is 
not good for cooking,” says Brock. “But the Butter Pats are thick where they need to 

be, a detail that was closely paid attention to, that often gets overlooked.”  
 

LEARN MORE ABOUT BROCK’S CAST-IRON SCIENCE  
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Sean Brock x Butter Pat 
Ready to get cooking yourself? Butter Pat also offers the perfect starter 

bundle: a ten-inch skillet, a packet of H.S. Brock’s Jimmy Red Cornbread 

Mix, and an autographed copy of Sean Brock’s new cookbook, South. Plus, 

you can find Brock’s own cornbread recipe here.  

 

Shop the Brock + Butter Pat Bundle  
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